Introduction
Many problems in radar scattering, antenna and microwave fields can be solved by applying the Method of Moments (MOM) to the Surface Integral Equations (SIEs). In the general case very efficient modeling is achieved using quadrilateral patches and higher order basis functions [l] . However, such modeling can show poor accuracy if proximity effect is pronounced. In such cases the results cannot be improved much by increasing the order of higher order basis fbnctions, but by proper meshing of plates. The main goal of the paper is to present algorithm for optimal meshing of quadrilaterals and, more generally, polygonal surfaces in the case of pronounced proximity effect.
Canonical examples
Let's consider I-meter (one wavelength) long center-fed dipole antenna, placed 0.1 meter above 2 x 2~1 meter metal box (Figure la) . If the box is made of perfect electric conductor, the electromagnetic field inside the box must be zero. However, in the case of numerical calculation there is significant erroneous non-zero field inside the box. Figure la presents the electric field inside the box, 0.1 meter below the upper surface. We observe largest field values (hot spots) right bellow the point generator and dipole ends (i.e., bellow three nodes of two wires that make the dipole). The main reason for poor accuracy is poor geometrical modeling. Namely, each box face is modeled by single plate accompanied by single higher-order current expansion. The expansion over the top plate cannot follow quick changes of induced current right bellow dipole nodes. By increasing the angle between the dipole and top box face, two of three hot spots disappear, as shown in Figure Ib) . The same effect is observed for nodes defining quadrilateral plate.
Generally, it is shown that only (wirdplate) nodes close enough to metallic objects, cause hot spots inside these objects. (In what follows such nodes will be termed "close nodes"). By increasing the order of approximations for currents over the plates, the results do not improve much. The results improve much faster if the plate nearest to the "close node" is properly subdivided into subplates and lower order of approximation per subplate is applied. It is shown that hot spots can be eliminated if the mesh of subplates contains: a) nodes that are projections of "close nodes", and b) edges that are 0-7803-7846-6/03/$ I 7.00 102003 IEEEprojections of wire axis or plate edges connecting "close nodes" (In what follows such edges will be termed "close edges") Using these rules, geometrical models shown in 
General Method
We start from geometrical model containing flat closed polygons (surfaces) and unclosed polygonal line (wires). The goal is to subdivide closed polygons into convex quadrilaterals in a way that takes into account proximity effect.
One way of doing this is "total imaging". Before meshing a polygon, we make projections of all other polygons onto its plane. Then we subdivide the polygon into connected and non-overlapped subpolygons along the intersections of the polygon and the projections. Finally, the subpolygons are subdivided into quadrilaterals [2]. Main drawback of this procedure i s a large number of quadrilateral plates for complex structures.
Solution proposed here takes into account only projections needed for elimination of hot spots, thus decreasing the number of quadrilaterals in final mesh. We shall explain the method looking at a modcl presented in figure 2 .a. The model consists of four polygons (po-p3; for simplicity, all of them arc squarcs) and two connected wires (w,-WZ General method for finding images is illustrated for polygon po: First we determine the cylinder whose base is polygon po, and height, h, is related to the maximal polygon size (the cylinder for po is shown at figure 2b) . In what follows we shall consider only parts of other polygons that belong to the cylinder. Their nodes are considered to he "close nodes". (The aim of this procedure is to eliminate from consideration all nodes that are not important for subdivision of pobgon Po.)
In the next step, we sort all close nodes according to their minimum distance from Po, from smallest to highest values. Projections in figure 2b arc numerated in this way. (The aim of this procedure is to perform imaging starting from closest nodes, giving them highest priority) Using thc order of nodes established afler sorting, we apply the following procedure to each close node:
1. Let the distance between close node and its orthogonal projection is h,. Also, let's define critical distance, r,, as half of h, (see Figure 3a) . Regarding the position of orthogonal projection with respect to the neighboring polygonal nodes and lines, we recognize three cases: a) If there are no polygon nodes and lines inside "critical circle" (circle of radius r,, with center in the orthogonal projection), the orthogonal projection is a new polygonal node and final projection of the close node.
b) If the smallest distance between some existing node (i) and the orthogonal projection is less than the critical distance, r,, we adopt node i as final projection of close node (sec Figure 3b ). c) If the smallest distance between some existing line (i-j) and the orthogonal. projection is less than the critical distance, r,, we insert a new polygonal node (k) at line (i-j), which is closest to the orthogonal projection of the "close node" onto PO. This new node is the final projection of the "close node" (see Figure 3c ). We create line between two final projections (i, j ) only if their close nodes are connected. Regarding line position we recognize two cases: a) If the line do not intersect critical circle of any polygonal node (except two nodes defining line, i andj), we create new line, i-j.
b) If node k is closest to the line, and if its distance from the line is less than r,, the path goes trough this node. That is, we create two lines, i-k and k-j (see Figure 3d ).
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Figure 3. Determination of close nodes final projections.
Numerical Results
Model described in previous section is realized in two different ways. The first of them is the simplest model that can be applied to the examined structure. The second model is created using proposed imaging method. In all cases plate po is closed to a box. 
